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To the members of the committee.
Dears gentlemen and lady: I like to take the opportunity given to express my view in purpose.
First I like to thanks all of you for your service to humanity.
I will tray to be shorter as possible and to be forgiven for my limited English vocabulary.
I’m very consent of modification of current status as proposed amendments, are limiting freedom of
speech and religious freedom.
Australia had be know as an open democracy, where citizens are easy going and used to free speech
even in many case quite unmoral or of bad taste.
That is something that I had really appreciate in my twenty six years as resident.
World wide is a trend to block freedom and worse to impose dictatorship by force, our nation had
enough protection and legislation( Not so good I had to said, including a very pour constitution that
is not reflecting the right of the native also, I’m sure that your are aware of request for change from
qualify people.)
Getting back on the current Human Right and discrimination law the proposition I had hear are
taking away the freedom and the liberty to freely express our thinking and disapproval to other.
In the human history the limitation of the capacity to offend or criticize had been many time been
taken away.
That had favour dictatorships, repression of freedom of information and religious faith expression, I
quite surprised that having so many lawyer in government including our Prime Minister Julia, who
really had take another directly elected one position is supporting such thing.
I had a very high opinion of many lawyers serving in our Parliament who are limited to exercise
justice and change the pour English system developer in the circa last two hundred years from judge
that had come to the colony.
Australian’s citizens are not only from England.
I suggest in humility that is time for legislation and constitution to reflect such realty.
Concluding I wish a good work and please maintain our freedom.
As I’m a good sinner and live by Jesus grace I take the opportunity to ask God to bless your service
to the nation.
Sincerely your
Luigi Rosolin

